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BEEBA BOYS
Sh ort Syn ops is

Deepa Mehta mixes guns, bhangra beats, bespoke suits, cocaine, and betrayal in
Beeba Bo ys : a ferocious, adrenaline-charged Indo Canadian gang war, and a
violent clash of culture and crime.
Gang leader Jeet Johar and his young, loyal, and often-brutal crew dress like
peacocks, love attention, and openly compete with an old style Indo crime
syndicate to take over the Vancouver drug and arms scene. Blood is spilled,
hearts are broken, and family bonds shattered as the Beeba Boys (“Good Boys”)
do anything ”to be seen and to be feared” in a white world.
Beeba Bo ys is a gangster film by an internationally celebrated director; a movie
where stereotypes are intentionally challenged and which takes us right inside this
Indo Canadian world…a specific world and culture which no crime movie has
explored before.
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BEEBA BOYS
Lon g Syn ops is
In an audacious spin on the classic gangster genre, set in the Indo-Canadian gang
world, acclaimed filmmaker Deepa Mehta brings us her take on this all boys club the first gangster movie directed by a woman in forty years. Get ready.
Who is J eet J o har?
“Power, respect, loyalty, style. That’s my high.” - Jeet Johar
He’s a loving Indo-Sikh son, a single father, a David Suzuki fan, a bespoke suit
wearing Indo Bruce Lee... who will fuck you right up if you cross him or his
family, born or made. Like a good Indo son, he lives at home with his loving and
overprotective mother, who holds up the crumbling family around her, and his
alcoholic father who is haunted by the “stench” of his past. Jeet wants to be his
son Peter’s “Optimus Prime”, his hero, but is falling short on the home front as he
fights blood, tooth and nail to be king of the Vancouver drug trade. Wildly
charismatic and consistently volatile, Jeet can put a bullet through your heart, or
head, then listen docilely to his mother avowed disapproval of his gangster
lifestyle.
Don’t like him? You can kiss his “chittars” (Kiss his ass).
Who are his Beeba Bo ys?
“If you want to be king in this world, you gotta take the offensive. Hit when least
expected. That’s our way, the Beeba philosophy.” - Guri
These “Good Boys” aka the Beeba Boys are a balls-to-the-wall, stop at nothing,
impeccably dressed gang of Indo Sikh misfits, or heroes, depending on who you
ask. Manny, Lovely, Guri, Jazz and Harry are Jeet’s crew and they’re gonna bet
you know who they are. And if you want to be seen, “you gotta commit to being
seen.” Go hard or go home, so to speak.
At face value, they’re a comical, fast-talking, dirty mom-joke spewing band of
brothers, but if you look past the Day-Glo Italian suits and their champagne fueled
ways, like many young men, they’re grasping for a sense of belonging in a culture
that is radically different from their parents, mimicking a testosterone fueled brand
of masculinity as seen on television.
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While much of the younger generation idolizes their music video lifestyle, not
everyone wants to put up with the trail of drugs and blood they’ve stained the
community with. The police, the community, and their families have had enough.
“They’re tarnishing good, hardworking immigrant families in the name of AK-47s,
cocaine and blondes, right on our doorsteps.” Safe neighborhoods are no longer
safe.
“Still can’t believe my luck. You actually saw me...I’ll be damned.” - Katya Drobot
S peak ing o f bl o ndes …
...There’s one who stopped Jeet dead in his tracks. Katya Drobot is a sexy Polish
immigrant and a juror on Jeet’s murder trial of which he was acquitted. A sweet,
kindhearted manicurist, she is powerless to Jeet’s seduction and becomes the vixen
du jour in his penthouse overlooking downtown Vancouver. Though enamoured
by each other, when Jeet’s gang frenzy escalates and he no longer has time for
her, Katya quells her boredom with cocaine and shopping - a victim of a world
that swept her away into something greater than her own. Like a lonely doll
trapped in a dollhouse, Katya wants nothing more than to love and be loved, but
there’s so much of Jeet’s life she’ll never be a part of.
T he AK-47s and c o c aine
“Imagine a rising rock star. He shoots for the top, gets there and fuck me, there's
this geriatric Grewal sitting on the throne. Hanging on just like that gori Brit Queen
of fucking England, clueless on when to let go...So what am I supposed to do,
fight for the throne.” - Jeet Johar
A life fit for royalty doesn’t pay for itself. Jeet and his Beeba Boys have
successfully made their name in the Vancouver drug trade but now they’re
stepping up to take over the turf of respected old school businessman, Robbie
Grewal, Old Guard vs. New World Order. To Grewal, these guys are a couple
of sockless “fashion faggots” that are seriously encroaching on his civilized
“business”. What starts as a high-octane turf war turns inexorably tragic as it
becomes apparent that all players will lose this battle.
While Jeet is in prison waiting to be acquitted for murder, he meets Nep, who has
been arrested by Detective Inspector Kash Sood in connection with the abduction
of a Chinese gang member. Nep impresses Jeet, who then invites him into to his
world of the Beeba Boys. The thing about Nep though is that he is working for
Grewal whose street-smart daughter, Choti sparks his interest and who acts as a
go-between for the two sides.
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But things get more complicated as Nep gets closer to Jeet and the Beeba Boys
and bonds with Jeet’s son Peter. Playing both sides is a dangerous game and the
rivalry escalates quickly.
After a shooting spree at Jeet’s home, the separation between Jeet’s private and
public life disintegrate - it’s gone too far. Lives have been lost, family bonds are
threatened, and hearts are shattered.
In an explosive conclusion, Grewal demands that Nep, torn between loyalties,
take out Jeet once and for all. Can Jeet, the would-be king, save himself from
being a victim of his own making?
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BEEBA BOYS
D irect or’s N ot es
Beeba Bo ys takes the gangster genre and flips it on its head. This kind of genre
subversion gives an audience a familiar entrance into foreign material. We see
the marginalized, if not ignored, Indo Canadian community (often portrayed as
meek, secondary, and soft-spoken) fighting violently in the streets and media for
identity. For respect. For attention. “To commit to be seen”.
Crime has been a trusted path for many minority groups to gain visibility in the
social, cultural landscape. The self-reliance of organized crime, the capacity for
violence, and the primacy of family all serve to create a value system at odds
with that of the dominant power structure. The gang life is a calling out for
attention and a refusal of assistance. This exposes a complexity that is human,
recognizable, and familiar. In my opinion to deny human beings their full range,
negative or positive, is an act of hypocrisy.
It’s this full and flawed composite of characteristics which I missed seeing in the
portrayal of East Indian men in Western films, and how this led to the way they
are perceived in every day life had really started to bother me. In popular films
mild mannered taxi drivers or corner storeowners had become the acceptable
characters. I think there is often a vast discomfort when they are portrayed
otherwise.
I wanted my gang leader (played by Bollywood star Randeep Hooda) to have
charm, to be complex and even feared. It’s hard to think of many of Randeep's
counterparts who have been given that opportunity. Riz Ahmed in Nightcrawler,
Dilip Rao in Avatar, Irrfan Khan in Jurassic Park, and Suraj Sharma in Life of Pi
are a few exceptions who transcended stereotyping. Are Indian actors doomed to
be portrayed as one-dimensional do-gooders trying desperately to graduate from
playing terrorists, to taxi drivers or stethoscope wielding doctors in TV soaps?
There was a growing gang scene in Vancouver. Rivalries and casualties were
piling up. I read more about the gang warfare between the Sikh gangs, and the
gun violence and deaths. These newspaper stories did not so much inspire me to
write Beeba Bo ys as they intrigued me. And they illuminated another aspect of
immigration and its effects on young, frustrated men that is rarely talked about.
These stories illustrated that Indo immigrants had begun to be assimilated.
Crime might be caused partly by lack of opportunity but it’s also a signal, in a
white society, of its marginalized members taking the opportunity to strike out and
become visible. This is a pattern that has played out in many other immigrant
communities, from the Irish, Jewish, Italian, to Asian, and it will probably repeat in
the more recent groups to arrive on Western shores. This was all exciting stuff I
thought - rather naively. The full tragedy was to strike me later.
Producer David Hamilton and I went to Vancouver to meet a ‘real’ ex gangster
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Jagdeep Mangat who is now a lawyer. Jagdeep was extremely candid about his
previous life as a gangster. He was outspoken, and in turn vulnerable and tough
as nails, and invaluable in his take on gangster life, its impact on family life and
the futility of it all. I was relieved that the script for Beeba Bo ys – a fictionalized
account of facts, events, headlines, and characters (whom I was heavily invested
in) - stood up pretty well to the reality of Indo Gang warfare in the Greater
Vancouver area.
My Beeba Boys are second or third generation Indo Canadians. Their schooling
and societal exposure are purely Canadian but their family lives are still deeply
rooted in Indian tradition where education and professional standing are highly
valued. The choice of a criminal life is an anathema and their families remain in
denial, describing their sons’ occupations as the import/export or IT business.
Something has to explain the shiny new car in the driveway and the flashy new
threads.
Turning the spotlight on this criminal world is highly sensitive for this community, in
spite of shootings and crimes being reported almost daily. For the young gang
members it’s their way of joining the mainstream culture. They want to fight back
and become visible. Beeba Bo ys is like a magnifying glass looking at some of
the issues linked to immigration and integration into a country’s primary culture.
I met with a couple of active gang members (who will remain anonymous) and it
turned out they loved my movie Bollywood/Hollywood, so our conversations were
immediately relaxed and open. There are also a number of Indo Canadians who
have chosen to be on the police force; they are combatting criminal activities
of the guys they probably went to school with. We interviewed some of these Sikh
cops who were extremely helpful and stayed in touch throughout production.
I also know some women in Vancouver who have friends whose sons were dead
or injured or in jail. These mothers are heartbroken and often still rejecting the fate
of their sons. These women became a conduit for me and gave me some of the
real life stories that Beeba Bo ys is full of - like the sham wedding, actually a
funeral - at the beginning. That really did happen.
“If you want to be seen, you got to commit to being seen", says Jeet Johar, the
boss of the Beeba Boys, to a hapless interviewer from a local Vancouver TV
station. When I wrote that line for Jeet, I wanted to express his need to be visible
in a society for whom all people of colour are invisible (at least in his view). This
philosophy, if you can call it that, naturally extends itself to what the Beeba Boys
wear in order to “be seen”.
Everything: the dialogues, the sets, the costumes, has to come from the characters.
The Beeba look emanates from what these guys want in their lives and how they
want to be perceived. I quickly rejected the sleek, grey lines of Armani on one
extreme and the velour track pants with high tops on the other. The Beeba Boys
deserve to be garbed in something unique, something that was uniquely theirs.
“Singh Street Style”, the London based menswear fashion blog, breaking all the
rules of fashion, encouraged me to think outside the box.
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Pencil pants and fitted jackets were just coming in, so that was a no brainer. But
the colours: I think of the Beeba Boys as peacocks, and from there the colour
palette was born: pink, baby blue, tomato red, neon blue, maroon, yellow, and
black. All outrageous, just like the gang itself. On the first day of shooting, when
the Beeba Boys got out of their cars in all their finery, the expression on the faces
of the Canadian crew was one of sheer incredulity. I, for one, had the hugest grin
ever. There was no way THIS group could ever be overlooked!
In their pursuit of being seen, as the movie progresses, the Beeba Boys, dressed
so audaciously, “stars” in the local club scene, with the best cars, guns, and
blondes, almost become caricatures of themselves. For a while they are having
great fun showing off, blowing away their rivals, and taking over territory. The
movie has no problem laughing at itself until we all stop laughing realizing (just as
the Boys do) that there are terrifying consequences from living a violent comic
book existence.
For me, Beeba Bo ys has some “feminist” issues built into it. I think our cultures
define our behavior to a large extent and Indian men, however liberated or gun
toting, cannot help but being influenced by the patriarchal society they come
from. I wanted to make a gangster movie that is not just about the guys. It is also
about the women: Jeet’s mother, his girlfriend Katya, and Grewal’s daughter Choti.
It allows me to explore a number of different ideas about how women can fit into
gang life. Jeet’s mother fully knows that he is a gangster but she still loves him and
lives her life knowing that he is doing really rotten stuff. Mothers are revered by
Punjabi gang members, as are sisters. Wives, if any, are rare and usually the
result of arranged marriages and barely mentioned.
To be seen with white beautiful women, preferably blondes, gives status. Trophy
girlfriends have become as important as the possession of the latest BMW or
Rolex watch, and Jeet’s girlfriend Katya pays a grievous price for this.
Katya’s arc was perhaps the most difficult to sort out. There was a part of me that
wanted her to be tough, strong - a no bullshitter, who embraces Jeet, fully aware
of the consequences of life with a gangster. Wishful thinking. Maybe there are
some strong, bright women who would get emotionally involved with Jeet-like
honchos, but I think they are extremely rare.
The gangster girlfriends I heard about or met were “madly in love”, seduced by
the cool lifestyle, and they ignored or refused to see the enormity of their
boyfriends’ often brutal crimes, just like the Michelle Pfeiffer character in Brian de
Palma’s Scarface. Most were naive, simple, and submissive. One spoke
about ”reforming” her guy and moving to the Okanagan valley to open a
winery! So my tragic Katya really exists - in a world she chose but never really
understood. She is a victim of her own circumstances. She wants to belong and to
be seen, just as much as Jeet does.
Deepa M ehta
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BEEBA BOYS
Producer’s Not es
Abo ut M ak ing a Gangs ter M o v ie
When Deepa said that she wanted to make a gangster film I had some hesitation
at first - about her audience and about how a genre film might be received. But
then I was reminded of Bollywood/Hollywood – a fairly broad comedy that we
made in the midst of Water’s production troubles and after Earth – both weighty
films. Making Bollywood/Hollywood was a terrific experience. It’s a popular
movie and Deepa’s first comedy. So I realized that diving into a new genre would
be invigorating and that Deepa had lots of new filmmaking techniques she wanted
to try.
My other hesitation related to the strong bias that exists within media and the film
industry, which appears to constrain women directors to formats that focus on
family drama or comedy or romance. When Katherine Bigelow made Hurt Locker
there was a skeptical hush until its successful release, because very few women
had made war movies. Women filmmakers in the gangster genre are also a rarity.
It has been forty years since Elaine May made Mikey and Nicky.
Beeba Bo ys takes this familiar genre and flips it around, adds lots of style and
energy, and goes inside a community that Deepa knows well…and cares about.
It’s certainly timely and it is also a return for Deepa to writing her own screenplays.

T he Audienc e
Beeba Bo ys should not only appeal to fans of Deepa’s but also to those who
appreciate a film that is about something. And our hope is that this movie will find
a new audience. An audience intrigued by gangsters, guns, action, and hardhitting entertainment.
An audience that could crossover between many
communities as elements of comedy, hip hop, style, and culture blend perfectly in
this film.
So far, we seem to be garnering the attention of an audience, which extends
beyond Deepa’s traditional fan base. We are noticing a steady buzz on social
media of young people captivated by film. Our insights suggest that we are
attracting a young audience of 18 – 29 year olds online, which parallels nicely to
the tone and feel of the film. These young people are drawn to the story, the
action, the look, and the lifestyle the Beeba Boys are leading.
Beeba Bo ys is a violently stylish gang story; but with a strong undercurrent of
Deepa’s traditional movie making style. It’s a movie full of relationships,
particularly family relationships. All of Deepa’s films delve into the complexities
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and incongruities of family and particularly the relationship between parents and
children.

T he Indo C anadian Gang s c ene
We knew astonishingly little until we began to research and talk to people directly
impacted by gang warfare in B.C. There are frequent articles on the subject in
Vancouver papers; one reporter in particular, Kim Bolan of The Vancouver Sun,
has tirelessly covered West Coast gang stories. Strangely there’s little media
coverage in the rest of Canada. My Vancouver friends told me that this is a very
big deal on the West Coast and many of these young guys are dying every year.
I also noted a reticence within some elements of the Indo community to talk about
the casualties and crimes – even though their sons are getting shot or being
incarcerated.
Beeba Bo ys is not intended as a literal portrayal of newsworthy events in
Vancouver. In many ways it’s a metaphor for some of the underpinnings and some
of the more extreme events. The characters are metaphorical representations of the
real gangsters: exaggerated, stylized, highly coloured, and sometimes
intentionally over-the-top. Deepa is very carefully mixing realism with highly
stylized visual elements and tone throughout the movie. The look of the movie
adds a gloss and a swagger - a self-delusional “glamour” - to the Beeba Boys
fierce (short) lives.
We researched deeply the world inhabited by these gangs: the gangs themselves,
law enforcement, the families, and what the gang "wars" have done to these
communities. We met former gangsters who are now living relatively normal lives.
We had dinner with undercover police officers and their families to better
understand the extreme pressures affecting these brave men and women.
Completely reliable statistics for gang activities, for the numbers of people
involved, for their cash worth, are tricky to pin down. Gangsters don’t file tax
returns. And the number of shootings, incarcerations, and deaths is also an elastic
number, with witnesses notoriously reluctant to cooperate or inform. Indo gang
killings started to be reported in the early 1990s. These deaths seemed to peak in
the mid 2000’s, and now happen in unpredictable waves. One statistic that
stayed with me, and that is used frequently by the community and the media is:
100 gang-related deaths of young Indo men - in ten years. That’s a lot of wasted
lives and grieving families.
The reasons why young Indo men join gangs are not exactly the same as
gangsters in other ethnically-based gangs, who tend to be from single parent
families, no fathers around, with rough home lives - the truly disenfranchised,
looking for “family”. This is different for Punjabi gangsters, we were told. These
young men usually know a family member or friend and drift into the gang life.
They are not driven out of their homes and into gang life; in fact they often live at
home, and their families are often in denial regarding their sons’ activities.
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Pro duc tio n c hal l enges and inno v atio ns fo r BEEBA BOYS
Beeba Bo ys was full of complications: searching for the ideal cast and crew
and for the perfect locations; the constant search for the balance between
authenticity and dramatic necessity, and of course many legal and financing
complexities. There were all the normal production fiascos and triumphs, but
nowhere near the difficulties or dangers of Midnight’s Children, which we made
two years ago: an epic, arduous production, with volatile politics, a shut down,
and missing cobras. Beeba Bo ys, with its swashbuckling cast of young actors,
a manageable genre, and a shorter shoot in Canada, was much easier.
A large technical change was that we shot digitally for the first time. We had
been resisting this technical innovation for years, stuck to the idea that only film
could provide the full range of texture and nuance. In the end digital turned out to
be liberating for all of us and added to the energy and kinetic, lively flavour of
the shoot. We were also working for the first time with a very talented Canadian
DOP, Karim Hussain with lots of hand held and steadicam, In fact most of the
crew were new to us, except for our long-time editor Colin Monie, and our First
AD – the backbone of the shoot, Reid Dunlop. It was very much Deepa’s wish to
work in a fresh way, which exposed her to new talent, new technology, and new
personalities and approaches.
Then there are the surprise delights that happen when making a movie: extra,
unexpected jolts of generosity or brilliance that get you through. There were many
but a favourite was David Suzuki’s participation. Deepa wanted gang leader Jeet
Johar to have unexpected facets, including an interest in the environment, and she
had built this into the script. So who better – than David Suzuki, to illustrate that?
But he has a schedule more jammed than any Bollywood star or head of state, so
that seemed like an impossible stretch. But he was a breeze. He came and shot
for a short afternoon (green screen) and adlibbed wonderful things in all sorts of
ways. He made it all so easy and then he let us use the footage however we
wanted. Very generous indeed.

Wo rk ing with Deepa
We have been professional filmmaking partners for almost 20 years, and also
have been in a long-term relationship – for all that time. Living and working
together can be tricky, as anyone who has done this knows.
We do separate jobs: Deepa needs time and space to work with actors and have
room for all the creative discussions that go on forever – into the night. And I
need to talk to crew, suppliers, locations, city officials, and to air the day’s
problems - also long and endlessly. I think over the years we have gotten better at
dealing with all of this and the pressure and interaction of our respective jobs. We
used to have many more blow-ups during the earlier films. We have experimented
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constantly with our communication and cooperation and have come up with a set
of ”Rules of Engagement” which seems to work for us.

Dav id H amil to n

BEEBA BOYS
T h e M us ic
Because the Beeba Boys are a product of two somewhat contrasting cultures I wanted a
mixture of Western music and Punjabi rap – to represent the Punjabi gangsters and the
white world they live in.
Mychael Danna, whom I have worked with before, composed the ‘voice’ for Katya. Her
Polish lullaby was very important to Beeba Boys, and I had loved the inventive way
Mychael used the lullaby thematic in Life of Pi.
Biggi Hilmars, another amazing composer, is from Iceland. He had done tracks on an album
that I felt mixed contemporary and edgy, creating a dark interpretation of the gangster lore
(in a score using mainly electric guitar and piano).
Manjeet Ral, a brilliant composer and well-known rap artist, was introduced to me by my
brother Dilip. Originally from London, Manj really got into the raw character of the movie
and he created the theme music for the Beeba Boys themselves, which I have used
throughout the film. He’s a bit of a rebel himself and fully embraced their characters and
struggles.
Humble the Poet, Sunny Brown, and DJ Baba Kahn made the club scenes extremely
authentic. Their performances are crucial to the movie as a whole.

De e pa M e h t a
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BEEBA BOYS
T h e Filmmak ers

Deepa M ehta, Director and Screenwriter

Deepa Mehta is a transnational artist and an Oscar-nominated screenwriter,
director, and producer whose work has been called “courageous”, “provocative”
and “breathtaking”. Her visually lush and emotionally resonating films have
played at every major international film festival; receiving numerous awards and
accolades, and have been distributed around the world. Deepa was born in India
and received a degree in philosophy from the University of New Delhi before
immigrating to Canada. She began her career making documentaries in India.
In 1991, Deepa’s first feature film Sam & Me, which stars Om Puri, won a Special
Jury Mention in the Camera D'Or section at the Cannes Film Festival. Between
1992-1994 she directed two episodes of The Young Indiana Jones, produced by
George Lucas for ABC.
In 1993, Deepa directed her second feature film Camilla, a Canada-UK co-pro
starring Jessica Tandy, Bridget Fonda, Elias Koteas, Maury Chaykin, Graham
Greene, and Hume Cronyn.
Fire, which Deepa wrote and directed, is the first film in her Elemental Trilogy (Fire,
Earth, Water). Fire opened Perspective Canada at the 1996 Toronto International
Film Festival, where it was runner-up for the People’s Choice Most Popular Film
Award. It played at the New York Film Festival and won many awards worldwide,
including the Audience Award for Best Canadian Film at the Vancouver
International Festival, the Special Jury Prize at the Mannheim-Heidelberg
International Film Festival and Silver Hugo Awards for Best Direction and Best
Actress in Chicago.
Earth, based on Bapsi Sidhwa's acclaimed novel about Partition, Cracking India,
is the second film in the Elemental Trilogy. It premiered as a Special Presentation
at the 1998 Toronto International Film Festival, and won the Prix Premiere du
Public at the Festival du Film Asiatique de Deauville and the Critics' Award at the
Verona Schermi d'Amore International Film Festival.
Bollywood/Hollywood was a change of pace. Written and directed by Deepa, it
is a lighthearted, affectionate comedy about two mismatched lovers. It opened
Perspective Canada at the 2002 Toronto International Film Festival and was a
tremendous crossover box office success. It remains one of the top 10 grossing
English language Canadian movies. In 2003 Deepa co-wrote and directed the
Canada-UK co-pro The Republic of Love, based on a Carol Shields novel.
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After a disrupted and hazardous production history Deepa’s final film in the
Elemental Trilogy Water opened the 2005 Toronto International Film Festival, and
was the first Canadian film acquired by US distributor Fox Searchlight. Water is a
powerful, hauntingly tragic story, set in Benares (Varanasi) about a child widow
who at the age of eight is forced to enter a house of widows where she has to live
for the rest of her life. The movie was to have been shot in India in 2000, but
Hindu fundamentalists fomented riots, burnt sets, and issued death threats against
the director and actors, forcing production to shut down and the filmmakers to
leave the country. Water was successfully remounted in Sri Lanka and completed
shooting in June 2004, and features many of India’s most renowned actors.
Water was an enormous success. It was nominated for an Oscar for Best Foreign
Language Film at the 79th Annual Academy Awards, and has screened at festivals
around the world, winning many awards, and remains an audience favourite. The
Vancouver Film Critics Circle named Deepa Mehta the Best Canadian Director of
2006. This fall (2015) is the 10th anniversary of Water’s launch.
In 2006 Deepa made a documentary about domestic violence in Toronto’s
immigrant families called Let’s Talk About It, which continues to be used in
community outreach programs. She then thematically segued into the feature film
Heaven On Earth, which explores arranged marriages and isolation. Starring
Preity Zinta, the film had its world premiere at the Toronto International Film
Festival in 2008. It was awarded a Silver Hugo for Best Actress at the Chicago
International Film Festival, and received the Best Screenplay Award at the Dubai
International Film Festival. It also won the Youth Jury Award at the Schermi
d’Amore Film Festival in Verona and the Audience Award at the River to River
Florence Indian Film Festival.
In 2012, Deepa completed her epic cinematic adaptation of Salman Rushdie’s
famous novel about the history of India in the 20th century, Midnight’s Children. A
novel that won three Booker prizes. The movie, with 127 speaking parts, and
covering five distinct time periods from 1917-1977, was a vast, ambitious
undertaking and has screened all over the world, including the Telluride Film
Festival, Toronto International Film Festival, Vancouver International Film Festival,
and the BFI London Film Festival. Midnight’s Children was chosen as the Best
Feature Film of 2013 at the Directors Guild of Canada’s Awards.
Deepa’s work as an artist, as a progressive voice about social issues, and her
generous mentorship have often been recognized. She has received numerous
honorary degrees and many awards and honours, among them: The Life of
Distinction Award from the Canadian Centre of Diversity, The Excellence in the
Arts Award from the Canadian Civil Liberties Association, and the Woman of
Distinction, President’s Award from the YMCA. She is a recipient of the Governor
General’s Lifetime Artistic Achievement Award for Film.
Most recently, in 2013, Deepa was appointed as an officer to the Order of
Canada, Canada’s highest civilian honour, for her work as a “groundbreaking
screenwriter, director, and producer." She is also a recipient of the province of
Ontario’s highest honour, the Order of Ontario.
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Dav id H amil to n. Producer
For the past 18 years David Hamilton’s company Hamilton Mehta Productions has
produced Deepa’s acclaimed and successful films, including the Oscar nominated
Water. David is a truly independent producer, which is an increasingly rare thing,
and he is fully and solely responsible for every aspect of his films’
production. And every dollar.
He was the producer on Water when the film sets were attacked and ultimately
shut down by thousands of Hindu fundamentalist during the initial, short-lived,
shoot in India in 2000, and worked together with Deepa and all of their many
backers over the next five years to re-assemble this production. He was finally
able to shoot Water in Sri Lanka. He had previously produced Deepa Mehta’s
feature films Fire and Earth. These three movies: Fire, Earth, and Water comprise
her celebrated Elemental Trilogy, which David has sold in conjunction with United
Artists to over 40 countries worldwide.
Other collaborations with Deepa include the perennial audience favorite
Bollywood/Hollywood, the ever-more relevant Heaven on Earth and Deepa’s last
film, the epic Midnight’s Children, based on the (three time) Booker prize winning
novel by Salman Rushdie. This was a mammoth and complex undertaking, which,
against daunting odds, David got made - as a fully independent film - and as the
sole producer.
David has also produced the feature documentary The Forgotten Woman and the
comedy Cooking With Stella, which were directed by Dilip Mehta. He executive
produced Lunch With Charles, a Hong Kong-Canadian co-production starring
Sean Lau and Bif Naked.
His passions early in life were gymnastics and theatre. He performed a tight rope
act in a children’s circus and wrote and acted in numerous plays and musicals. A
strong supporter of the arts, David was an active member of the board of
directors of the Ottawa Symphony Orchestra, The School of Dance, and was
chairman of The Ottawa International Writers Festival.
After he completed his undergraduate studies at McGill, David went to Harvard
for a Masters degree where he wrote a book on decision theory that was
published by MIT Press. A Harvard Sheldon Traveling Fellowship enabled him to
travel and study for a year in the Middle East, Iran, and India…where his
complicated love affair with India began.
David’s business ventures have spanned a variety of enterprises, including hi tech
software support, publishing, international trade, concert production/promotion,
and film production and sales. He was president and CEO of Bradson Mercantile
Inc. an Ottawa based company with over 50 offices and 15,000 employees
across the USA and Canada. This company was sold in the 90’s, and since then
David has focused on film production and sales. He is currently packaging and
promoting a re-release of Deepa’s Elemental Trilogy (all of which he produced) to
commemorate the 10th anniversary of Water.
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Karim H us s ain, Director of Photography

Karim Hussain is a DOP for feature films and shorts, and also a film director. Just
after shooting Beeba Bo ys with Deepa he shot Hyena Road with Paul Gross; he
also shot the short film 501, directed by Paul Gross. Karim has photographed
numerous features including: Antiviral, director Brandon Croenenberg, Hobo with
a Shotgun, director Jason Eisener, Territories, director Olivier Abbou, and We are
still Here, director Ted Geoghegan.
His own films, as director and DOP, include the features Subconscious Cruelty,
Ascension, La Belle Bete, and the award winning short City Without Window.
Karim co wrote Nacho Cerda’s feature film The Abandoned.
For his work on Beeba Bo ys Karim used naturalistic lighting and a moving
camera to “accent the inner drama unfolding within the characters”. Karim salutes
his gifted and ingenious Steadicam operator Yoann Malnati who helped create
the rhythm of the film “a metaphor for the fluid, fast paced, aggressive, and
rapidly changing protagonists’ lives… mixed with their cultural traditions that
clash with their criminal, drug trafficking world”.

C o l in M o nie, Editor

Colin Monie has had a close working relationship with Deepa and David for over
ten years; Beeba Bo ys is their fourth film together. He was the editor on their last
three films: Water, Heaven On Earth, and Midnight’s Children.
Colin has also worked with two award winning UK directors: Peter Mullan and
David Mackenzie. He cut Mullan’s The Magdalene Sisters, Orphan, and Neds,
and cut Mackenzie’s Young Adam, Hallam Foe, and Asylum. He has edited
BAFTA winning short films and numerous British television movies and series.
Other feature film credits include: The Unloved, director Samantha Morton,
Donkeys, director Morag McKinnon, Afterlife, director Allison Peebles, and Future
My Love director Maja Borg. He has also recently edited two feature
documentaries about Scotland: We are Northern Lights, directed by Nick Higgins
with 121 co-directors, and From Scotland With Love, directed by Virginia Heath.
In his career he has worked with many distinguished women directors, which
Colin says, “is a happy and extremely positive coincidence". He is currently
editing Dirt Road to Lafayette, written by Booker Prize-winning Scottish author
James Kelman and directed by BAFTA-winning director Kenny Glenaan.
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M yc hael Danna, Biggi H il mars , M anjeet R al , Music for the Film

Mychael Danna is Canada’s foremost film composer; he is internationally
renowned and a double Academy Award-winner. Mychael is known for his
evocative blending of non-western traditions with orchestral and electronic music.
He composed the transculturally inspired 2013 Oscar and Golden Globe-winning
score for Ang Lee’s Life Of Pi.
Mychael has worked with Deepa before - on Water and Heaven On Earth. He is
also a lifelong collaborator of Atom Egoyan, scoring all of his films since Family
Viewing. Other major credits (in a lengthy and impressive list) include Capote,
Moneyball, Little Miss Sunshine, (500) Days Of Summer, The Ice Storm, and Girl
Interrupted.
Biggi H il mars is an Icelandic composer, singer/songwriter who has developed
a distinctive, haunting, provocative, original music style, blending classical,
electronic, ambient, avant-garde and pop influences. Living and working between
London, Paris, New York, Los Angeles and Reykjavik, Biggi is becoming one of
the most in-demand music composers of his generation for movies, trailers,
commercials and television.
In addition to his work on Beeba Bo ys Biggi has also contributed to the mini
series Olive Kitteridge, the film Far From The Madding Crowd, and the
documentary My Brother The Ark Raider, directed by Jonathan Carr. His current
project is the UK thriller Brash Young Turks, directed by Naeem and Ash
Mahmood.
M anjeet R al (stage name Manj Musik) is an award winning British-Indian
rapper, songwriter, singer, and music producer. He was part of the Punjabi group
RDB with his two brothers, until he went solo.
Manjeet has won the Best Urban Single and The Best Music Video at the Brit Asia
TV Awards, and the Best Original Song (co written by Parmjit Sarai) for Dr.
Cabbie at the Canadian Screen Awards.
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Arv Greywal , Production Designer

Arv Greywal is a production designer and art director with a wide range of
experience. He is most known for his work designing Lars And The Real Girl,
directed by Craig Gillespie, Dawn Of The Dead directed by Zack Snyder and
written by George Romero, and Resident Evil: Afterlife (3D), directed by P.W.
Anderson.
Other feature film credits include David Cronenberg’s Cosmopolis, Brandon
Cronenberg’s Antiviral, and Mary Harron’s American Psycho. Arv’s most recent
work (like DOP Karim Hussain) was with Paul Gross on Hyena Road, which shot
right after Beeba Bo ys.

J o anne H ans en, Costume Designer

Joanne Hansen is a Genie nominated and Canadian Screen Award winning
costume designer whose feature film credits include Michael Winterbottom’s The
Claim, Philip Ridley’s The Reflecting Skin, and Yam Laranas’ The Echo. Her
current project is a major SyFY Network series, set 200 years in the future, based
on The Expanse novels, written by James S. A. Corey. Joanne’s other television
work includes The Bridge, the pilot for Fringe, Klondike, Bomb Girls, Harriet The
Spy, The Dresden Files, and Johnson County War.
Joanne describes working with Deepa “like working with a painter…every
paintbrush stroke and inch of the frame is instinctive for her…. with nothing left to
chance”. For Beeba Bo ys Joanne’s work was enriched by the contributions of
two of Deepa’s colleagues and friends: Dolly Ahluwalia and Rashmi Varma.
Dolly is India’s preeminent costume designer; she has worked with Deepa on her
major films that shot outside of Canada: Earth, Water, and Midnight’s
Children. Deepa and Federica Foglia chose the main colours (pink, baby blue,
tomato red, neon blue, maroon, yellow, and black) and they sent the samples to
Dolly in New Delhi, who then made the first set of Beeba suits and sent them to
Toronto. From that point onwards Joanne Hansen took over. Ritu Kumar designed
Katya's, and Choti and Pinky Grewal’s Indian costumes.
Rashmi Varma is a significant Canadian designer with her own eponymous label.
She was invaluable "cultural radar" on the production, helping make the look
both authentic, and also stand out: deliberate, proud, bold - like the Beeba
Bo ys themselves.
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BEEBA BOYS
I n t ro t o t h e Act ors
Casting is the most critical part of making a movie. Everyone says that all the time,
but it really is true. Most of the actors in Beeba Bo ys were new to me; my other
films often had a rep company of familiar actors. Beeba Bo ys needed a fresh
crew of young, sharp, smart male actors…who would bond as a gang in real life,
and become a gang on screen. And around my Beeba Boys circle three vital
women characters: Katya, Choti, Mummyji.
It is not possible to cast a movie like this only using traditional methods. Our
casting director Robin D. Cook was always a strong ally and was extremely
innovative in casting all secondary roles including a star turn by Anand Rajaram
who plays “Punju”. However finding non-mainstream actors…actors of colour,
requires so much more: more radar, investigation, curiosity, and contacts. I went
to plays, readings, concerts - always on the lookout for exceptional talent
because these actors are often not cast in conventional films and TV, and if they
are, can be hard to spot. They seem to be in the background, often dressed as
cab drivers, terrorists, gas station attendants, or maybe doctors. Their work is not
always visible to us.
When I started to make Beeba Bo ys showcasing its wonderful cast of non-white
actors was not my primary aim. I made the movie for its story and because I
wanted to try a new genre. But more and more I believe (and hope) that the
exposure given to these gifted actors is a valuable and ever-expanding side effect
of our film, and a powerful way to reflect the diversity that truly is Canada. It was
important that our search for actors was as all encompassing as possible. Putting
together this cast was a long adventure and I got lots of help.
Finding the actor to play the main character, “Jeet Johar”, was crucial. I knew
Randeep Hooda’s work; his range as an actor was reinforced for me by my mom
who lives in New Delhi and is a huge Randeep Hooda fan. She told me he would
be perfect for the lead and was she ever right! He is warm, accessible, and very
unpretentious. He rented a bike in Canada when we were shooting, which must
be a first for Bollywood. Randeep is just great to work with - extremely well
prepared (did all his own research), totally disciplined, and one of those rare
actors who understood the script in its totality, instead of focusing just on his role,
and often had valuable suggestions for scenes.
An actor I have worked with before, Anita Majumdar brought Ali Momen who
plays “Nep” to my attention. What a terrific discovery: an actor who can do
everything - dance, sing, do stunts, and is always open to exploring his character.
Ceaselessly.
On a trip to London I saw one of those astounding Gap ads and that’s how I refound Waris Ahluwalia who plays “Manny”. Of course I had seen him in Wes
Anderson’s films, but that ad really jumped out at me.
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For the other Beeba Boys the casting was often just as unorthodox and
serendipitous. I met Jag Bal (“Jazz”) in Vancouver and his audition was telling me
Sikh jokes. Balinder Johal (“Mummyji”) is an admirer of Steve Dhillon’s and she
showed me his work, so I was able to cast Steve Dhillon as “Harry” without
meeting him and he turned out to be the smartest and fastest improviser. I had met
Gabe Grey (“Lovely”) at a fundraiser. What a chilled guy, so relaxed…and we
chatted about his - mom! Then two years later Robin Cook recommended him to
me. Dileep Rao, who is so brilliant in Avatar and Inception, is fab as the nononsense cop “Kash Sood”. His monotonous wardrobe really set off the Beeba
Boys threads.
I have known Gia Sandhu, who plays “Choti” for years. This character is based
on a kick ass friend of mine, who also broke away from expectations that were
stifling her (although my friend did not become a girl gangster). Gia and Ali
Momen (“Nep”) had terrific chemistry and their romance is a favourite part of the
movie. Another friend, actor and playwright Kristen Thomson, recommended the
talented Sarah Allen. Kristen told me to meet Sarah and I instantly knew she
would be the perfect “Katya”. She brought such fragility to her character.
Ali Kazmi (“Guri”) is very well known in Pakistan. I know his parents who are
also famous actors and I was keenly aware of Ali’s enormous talent. Paul Gross
(also famous) is an old friend, and I knew he would make a wonderfully
entertaining bad guy, “Jamie” and was happy that we finally got to work together.
Samir Amarshi who plays Jeet’s son “Peter” was a delight. It was his first acting
gig and he took it very seriously. He especially enjoyed using all those swear
words.
Monika Deol was the ideal “Pinky Grewal”; she knew just how to be the
outrageous and quintessential drama queen. Kulbushan Kharbanda (“Papaji”) has
been in all of our films. No one else was ever going to be Jeet’s tragic
dad. Gulshan Grover (“Grewal”) was in Earth and Balinder Johal (“Mummyji”)
was in Heaven On Earth so we knew they would be a joy to work with.
Our eclectic, brilliant, diverse cast slowly came together. Their collective life
experiences and creative achievements are vast and impressive.
I always try to have two weeks of “rehearsals” with the main actors. For Beeba
Bo ys we did a group workshop in Toronto for one week, followed by personal
sessions with individual actors (at my kitchen table). At the workshop we have a
read through of the script at the end, but on the first day we throw away the script
and do not spend our time on scenes or dialogue. We work on what’s
underneath the relationships and characters. The one-on-one sessions afterwards
reinforce and expand that work.
My friend Neelam Choudhry, a theatre director from Chandigarh, always leads
the workshops. Her foundation for our work together (I fully participate too) is the
Natya Shastra, a treatise written in India in the 4th century AD about the art of
drama, which includes a rasabox or grid of nine essential mental states and
emotions: love, repulsion, bravery, cowardice, humor, eroticism, wonderment,
compassion, and peace. This intense, exploratory, intimate, (often funny) work
knitted us together as a group and grounded us in the emotional arcs of the film.
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And for Beeba Bo ys the workshop accomplished one other enormous thing: it
bonded a group of disparate, young, male actors into a close, intensely loyal
group. They worked out their back-stories, their families, their hierarchy within the
gang, what they meant to each other…and how to dance together (literally).
Sarah Allen, Gia Sandhu, Balinder Johal, and Samir Amarshi were key parts of
the workshop, and navigated where they fitted with the Beeba Boys. Other actors
joined in for personal sessions with me during the following week and this gave us
time to go deeper inside each character. So, long before shooting, the actors
knew each other’s foibles, tricks, strengths, shorthand, and skills.
I have always said that yes, it is a luxury to have two weeks with actors before
shooting, but I view it as “creative prep”, along with all the technical pre
production. We save piles of time and money on set because so much is dealt
with ahead of time. No long chats about “motivation” required.
And here we are!
Deepa M ehta
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BEEBA BOYS
T h e Act ors
R andeep H o o da (“J eet J o har”), Beeba Bo y - “T he Bo s s ”

Randeep Hooda is a Bollywood powerhouse. He was the co star with Salman
Khan in last year’s second highest grossing Indian movie - Sajid Nadiadwala’s
Kick. He has been in many other major Bollywood films, including his first big role
in Ram Gopal Varma’s gritty gangster movie D. He made his debut in Mira
Nair’s Monsoon Wedding. The Indian movie that was a turning point for his
career was the super hit and critic’s favorite Once Upon A Time in Mumbai,
directed by Milan Luthria. Randeep won the Lion’s Gold Award for Best
Supporting Actor for that film. This was followed by the acclaimed hit Highway
that launched at the Venice Film Festival.
Jeet Johar, the leader of the Beeba Bo ys, is the centre of the movie and was the
most important casting decision for Deepa. She was reminded of Randeep’s
enormous on screen charisma by her mother Vimla Mehta, a discerning movie fan.
She then met with Randeep a few times in New Delhi and he convinced her with
his amazing mix of intense talent, raw star appeal (or as Deepa says “his
cheekbones”), his intelligence, and his relentless work ethic... all needed for Jeet’s
complex, conflicted character. As well as his impressive list of Bollywood film
credits, Randeep is a long-time member of the Mumbai theatre group Motley,
founded by legendary actor Naseeruddin Shah, whom Randeep calls his ”mentor”.
This is Randeep’s first major role in a North American film, and to prepare to play
the leader of a Canadian Indo gang Randeep spent time in Vancouver hanging
out with real-life (anonymous) Sikh gangsters and meeting with some of the families.
Like many of his fellow actors in Beeba Bo ys Randeep is involved in fundraising
and speaking out on social issues; two projects close to his heart are an antisuicide initiative for young people, and an anti-poverty campaign. Randeep
studied (Masters in Business) and worked at any kind of job in Australia for five
years before becoming an actor. In 2009 he spoke about the racial discrimination
faced by Indians in Australia and concluded, “the point is to get tough inside out,
play a sport other than cricket, have heart and stand up in unity and say, ‘we’ll
not take shit’.” That could be a mantra for the Beeba Boys, except for the cricket.
Since he was a teenager Randeep has been a competitive athlete, particularly
polo and show jumping. He won the Dressage Silver Medal at the 2009
Equestrian Federation of India. To relax during the arduous shoot of Beeba Bo ys
he helped train some of the crew’s children – young enthusiastic riders...and
sometimes he just rode alone in the magnificent Canadian autumn countryside.
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Al i M o men (“Nep”), gang member – in the Beeba Bo ys and in
Grewal ’s gang

Toronto based theatre and film actor Ali Momen has acted at the Shaw Festival
(three seasons), in Shakespeare in the Park, and recently in Tarragon Theatre’s
provocative hit, the Bollywood adaptation of Shakespeare’s Much Ado About
Nothing, set in modern day Brampton. He has been in thrillers like Traitor, and in
TV series including The Border, Combat Hospital, and Cracked.
Ali showed a very inventive, funny side in The Animal Project, an eccentric
Canadian cult movie directed by Ingrid Veninger. Next year he will appear in the
Toronto Panasonic Theatre premiere of the Pulitzer Prize winning play Disgraced.
He is about to star in a “top secret” major video game.
For his role in Beeba Bo ys as a gangster playing both sides in (small spoiler
alert) two rival Sikh gangs, Ali immersed himself in Sikh culture and religion,
which gave him “a deep love and appreciation for the faith and the people”. He
says that he has “fallen in love with Sikhism – a set of beliefs that all of us could
live by.” On a more practical level Ali also did research with his brother-in-law,
who is in law enforcement, so that he could get lots of hands-on gun training.
These young Indo gangster guys love their guns.
Ali has kept the camaraderie and the bonds of the Beeba Boys’ friendships going
strong, ever since shooting stopped. He maintains their WhatsApp group and the
actors are in constant communication. Their work on this movie knitted them
together in unexpected and long lasting ways.
Ali also owns a software company and has developed, along with other artists,
an iPhone app called Orchrd (www.orchrd.co) that provides content organized by
emotions…. which has become its own small global phenomenon. One of the
slogans for Orchrd is Oscar Wilde’s “Be yourself, everyone else is taken.”

S arah Al l en (“Katya Dro bo t”), J eet’s girl friend

Sarah Allen is rapidly becoming one of Canada’s most successful actors. She was
on Playback’s “Five to Watch” 2014 list. This much anticipated list of breakout
talent covers all film and TV disciplines (writing, directing, etc.) and Sarah was the
only actor to be included. She was also named one of “Canada’s Rising Stars”
at the 2011 Toronto International Film Festival. She is very well known and often
recognized for her role as the vampire Rebecca Flynt in the popular SyFy series
Being Human, which ran for four seasons.
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Sarah has a lead role in the Global TV series Remedy and recurring roles in the
CBC hit series 19-2 and in the mini series Best Laid Plans. She was in Bruce
McDonald’s The Husband, and in Secret Window, a Stephen King movie, and
acted alongside Donald Sutherland in the international mini series Human
Trafficking.
Serendipity helped Sarah prepare for her role as Katya Drobot in Beeba Bo ys.
She happened to be living in a Polish neighbourhood and was finding it tricky to
get Katya’s accent right, wanting a sweet not “cartoony” voice. She found this at
her local bank: a teller who agreed to meet Sarah during lunch hours and they
worked to get the tone just right. That, and hanging out at Café Polonez, and
giving her boyfriend a lot of manicures, all contributed… and singing the lullaby
(in Polish) every night. The lullaby may have had other consequences. Just after
shooting Beeba Bo ys Sarah became pregnant with her first child… a baby girl,
Rae.

Waris Ahl uwal ia (“M anny”), Beeba Bo y - “T he J o k er”

There is no one quite like Waris Ahluwalia. He is a true original, a gifted actor,
a very well known jewelry designer (“The House of Waris”), an activist/fundraiser,
and one of the most prominent Indo American and Sikh figures in the fashion
world. His celebrity status really took off when he was featured in the 2013 Gap
“Make Love” campaign lauded for their “celebration of inclusion and diversity”.
These ads brought both tremendously positive responses and controversy (racist
vandalism) which Gap and Waris adroitly and cleverly tackled head on.
He has a long friendship and working relationship with director Wes Anderson,
appearing in three of his movies, first The Life Aquatic With Steve Zissou, then
The Darjeeling Limited, and most recently the acclaimed, much-nominated The
Grand Budapest Hotel. An extra benefit for Waris from the Wes Anderson films
was working with the brilliant, four-time Oscar winning, wardrobe designer Milena
Canonero - an inspiration for him.
Waris was also in Spike Lee’s Inside Man and because of this movie became
(somewhat unexpectedly, he says) a role model for young Sikh men. He used his
wide influence in the fashion world to co create a book To India With Love, to
raise funds for the victims of the 2008 Mumbai attacks, has worked on HIV/AIDS
awareness campaigns in South Asia, and has contributed artwork for the Elephant
Family Project. He has written essays for The Paris Review, and writes the column
“Love and Waris” for Style.com. He was on the Vanity Fair Best Dressed List, and
on the British GQ List as the second best dressed man internationally.
He once said in an interview, “The way some people experiment with drugs and
sexuality, I’ve experimented with careers”. He is always recognizable in his
signature black turban, exquisite suits, and custom-made dusty pink shoes.
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J ag Bal (“J azz”), Beeba Bo y - “T he F aithful ”

Jag Bal was born and raised In Vancouver. In the 90s and early 2000’s he got
used to seeing young Indo Canadian guys from his neighborhood in the news –
dead. He has friends who were lured by that lifestyle and remembers, “It was a
very bad time for Indo Canadians”.
His focus (luckily) growing up was
basketball, and competitive online gaming – entering many international
tournaments. Then, more than anything, his focus became acting.
Jag has roles in two American indie thrillers: Triple Dog and Apt 308, and in the
comedy John Apple Jack. Like many non-white actors, he has found that roles are
not always the easiest to find. He “loves film but sometimes it seems as if there’s
not room for a brown man in the industry.” In order to keep his career fed and
alive he does lots of sketch comedy and improv shows, all of which helped his
work collaborating with his “brothers” - the Beeba Boys, throughout shooting the
film. And Jag is confident that Beeba Bo ys “will provide more opportunities for
performers of colour”.

S tev e Dhil l o n (“H arry”), Beeba Bo y

- “T he M us c l e”

Steve Dhillon is about to start filming Gods of Conviction, a movie about the
biggest insider trading story – ever. He has appeared in the TV movie, The War
Reporter, and in 2013 was nominated for a BC Film Award (a Leo) as Best Actor
in a Feature Film, for his work in Pechaan 3D. This is the first and only time this
honour has been given to an actor in an Indian (Punjabi) film. In 2013 he was
named as one of the Top Five Punjabi Actors of the Year.
In Beeba Bo ys he plays Harry - the bodyguard - the large guy with the large gun,
never far away from Jeet Johar’s side. Steve’s athletic background paid off
handsomely for this role. For a long time martial arts, combat training, hockey,
and competitive soccer filled his life until he had a major injury and started taking
acting classes as convalescence. He was hooked. Like most of the actors in
Beeba Bo ys, Steve has always wanted the chance to work with Deepa Mehta.
He was quoted in an interview saying, “This was his dream.” And that was two
years before being chosen for Beeba Bo ys.
He especially values his theatre work and got rhapsodic reviews for an Edmonton
production of Dracula, “The Count is Steve Dhillon, a handsome, dark, cat-like
presence, in his black Bela Lugosi cape...The actor’s body language is highly
unsettling. He moves at odd angles — every gesture showing the weight of the
ages. He is a proper Nosferatu"
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Gabe Grey (“L o v el y”), Beeba Bo y - “J us t L o v el y”

Lovely is the youngest and newest of the Beeba Boys…the gangster learning on
the job. On the day Gabe Grey got the role of Lovely he was also accepted into
the Canadian Film Centre’s Actors Conservatory, and had the difficult, but
exhilarating, task of juggling the Beeba Bo ys shoot and the demanding Film
Centre’s schedule. It was a hectic and wonderful time.
He is known for Bomb Girls (playing Dr Ned Patel) and is also in the TV series
Lost Girl and Nikita, and had a role (as another doctor) in the ABC series Lucky 7
(executive producer Steven Spielberg). Gabe did not always want to be an
actor; initially he worked in the corporate world, where he had a lucrative career.
A bad car accident in his early 20s caused a large life re-think, and led him
towards the arts.
There’s a (small) conspiracy of mothers behind Beeba Bo ys . Deepa’s mother
Vimla Mehta reminded Deepa about one of her favourite Bollywood stars:
Randeep Hooda, who plays the lead, Jeet. Johar. And it was Gabe Grey’s
mother who knew Deepa first, before her son was cast as Lovely in the movie.

Al i Kazmi (“Guri’), Beeba Bo y

- “T he Gun”

Ali Kazmi moved to Canada seven years ago and now has an internationally
successful acting career. He is a mega star in Pakistan and is mobbed when he
goes out on the streets. His acting career began when he was only a year old waving a flag, carried on his father’s shoulder. His parents are famous actors and
directors in Pakistan: Rabat and Sahira Kazmi, and his grandfather was the
Bollywood star Shyam.
Ali is the lead in popular TV shows in Pakistan, and he has three movies coming
out this year: one is a Canada/Pakistan co pro and will be Pakistan’s first sci fi
movie - Sedare. One of his first roles in an American film was Sidney Furie’s A
Pride of Lions. He got his break in Canada when he randomly (no agent, no
contacts) auditioned for a Toronto Fringe play, Indian Wants the Bronx, by Israel
Horowitz, and got rhapsodic reviews (and an agent) playing a 50-year-old man.
The preparation for working with Deepa included the weeklong workshop with his
fellow actors. For Ali it was a time of “no stars and no newcomers, just actors
who had come to play and explore…. we automatically became a unit with a
solid bond”. In Beeba Bo ys, Guri is Jeet Johar’s # 2 guy and his main shooter.
All the boys are pretty trigger happy, but Guri usually is the first, and fastest, shot.
Ali’s first child was born during the shooting of Beeba Bo ys. When he tried to
come back to set right after the baby’s birth, Deepa sent him home for the day
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and everyone worked around his absence. Family first… sort of like the movie
itself.

Bal inder J o hal (“M ummyji”), J eet’s M o ther

In 2015 Balinder Johal is celebrating 25 years of on screen acting, with 30
features, 14 shorts, 17 TV shows and 23 educational videos, as well as the
popular, ground breaking (and very opinionated) Chachi Ji local cable show.
Balinder has used her lifelong commitment to cultural, gender, and education
issues in her life’s work, especially in her performances in shows on multicultural
channels and Vision TV. She is a respected cultural consultant for the CBC, a
dialect coach, a translator, and has a Masters in Punjabi and a Masters in
Education. She was also a hit in the box office success Freddie Got Fingered.
One of her strongest and most memorable roles is the harsh mother-in-law (or as
some reviewers called her, “Monster-in-Law”) in Deepa’s 2008 movie about
domestic violence, Heaven on Earth.
Mummyji in Beeba Bo ys is a very
different kind of matriarch. She sees through everyone, especially her gangster son
Jeet, and her perspective is sharp-witted, bracing, and empathetic.

Kul bus han Kharbanda (“Papaji”), J eet’s father

Kulbushan Kharbanda has been in more of Deepa’s films than any other actor.
Beeba Bo ys is his seventh film with her. By now they are each other’s good luck
charms and she cannot imagine making a film without him and rearranges shoots
and schedules to make sure he can be in her movies.
He was the (terrified of snakes) snake charmer in Midnight’s Children, and he is
the only actor to have appeared in all of her Elemental Trilogy: Fire, Earth, Water.
In Deepa’s films he often plays heart wrenching, serious characters (like in Beeba
Bo ys ), but he gives a finely tuned, light-hearted, comic performance in
Bollywood/Hollywood.
Kulbushan has a long, versatile and distinguished career in Indian cinema, in both
Bollywood and indie movies. His early work was in the theatre in New Delhi, as
founder of two theatre troupes with fellow actors and directors. He has appeared
in some of the biggest Bollywood films of the past years including Nishaant,
Junoon, and Jagaan (which was also an enormous critical success). He is
perhaps most famous in India for playing the scary, bald headed villain “Shakaal”
in Shaan – a character inspired by “Blofield” from the James Bond movies.
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In a pivotal scene in Beeba Bo ys, Papaji tells his son Jeet about his years of
grueling work in the cranberry bogs. All of his immigrant experience (and every
non-mainstream immigrant’s experience) is illuminated for us and for his son – a
son who has chosen such a very different and ostensibly lucrative and “public”
path, never wanting to experience the hardships and humiliations that his father
did. A son whose stated intent is to “commit to being seen”. In a white country.

S amir Amars hi (“Peter”), J eet’s s o n

One of the many things that Deepa is known for is her uncanny ability to spot and
to work with child actors. Her films often have authentic, nuanced performances
by (usually) unknown children. Samir’s Amarshi’s performance as Jeet Johar’s son
Peter…whom Johar really doesn’t know how to bring up... is another one of these
lovely performances. Jeet and Peter’s damaged relationship is right at the heart of
the film, and of the family life inside it.
Samir is heading into grade five and busy pursuing his main interest:
basketball. Deepa and producer David Hamilton have known Samir and his
family for many years. Samir’s mother is Kristen Thomson, the brilliant Canadian
actor and playwright, and his father is Hussain Amarshi, President and Founder of
Mongrel Media.

Gul s han Gro v er (“R o bbie Grewal ”), l eader o f riv al gang

Gulshan Grover is a major figure in Indian cinema, long known as the “Bad Man
of Bollywood” – a self made brand. He was the first Bollywood actor to
effectively make the transition from Bollywood to Hollywood and international
cinema. He won Best International Actor Awards at the Tribeca Film Festival and
at the Houston Festival for his performance in Desperate Endeavours.
He has acted in more that 400 films over a 30-year career and is a teacher at the
prestigious Actor’s Studio in Mumbai, where he was once a student. Gulshan
“was touched by the warmth and respect given to him on set - by all the young
actors and by Bollywood star Randeep Hooda”, all of whom know his work so
well.
When Gulshan heard about Beeba Bo ys he was determined to work again with
Deepa (he was in her film Earth – a terrific experience), so he did not mention a
badly torn shoulder rotator cuff. He shot the whole movie (including playing golf
and lifting heavy weights) in agony, never letting on. This stoic demeanor perfectly
suits Grewal’s unemotional, “no drama, all business” character. The day after
wrap Gulshan rapidly went into surgery to repair his shoulder.
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He knows first hand the world of gangs and remembers that “In Mumbai, there
were times, especially in the 80s, when if you went into a party or a restaurant
you’d be bound to meet dons/gangsters.” He was able to make good use of
these encounters in his role as Grewal, the older don whom “the upstart” Jeet
Johar and his Beeba Boys is trying to ruin. Gulshan has often played gang dons
but this is the he first time he has played a Sikh gang leader.
In order to work on a Canadian accent for this role, he studied producer David
Hamilton’s voice. Gulshan turned out to be a terrible driver. Alarmingly so. A
junker of a car was rapidly substituted for his nighttime driving scenes in the car
chase finale. And quickly there were no extras around, only trained stunt actors.
Just in case.

Gia S andhu (“C ho ti Grewal ”), Grewal ’s daughter, Nep’s girl friend

Gia Sandhu is a Canadian-British actor who initially wanted to be a novelist but,
after her first year in the Acting Programme at the University of Victoria, was
encouraged by her teachers and peers to go to the wildly competitive National
Theatre School in Montreal. In the year she applied there were 1100 applications
from around the world. Only 12 were accepted and fortunately one of them was
Gia.
Shortly after graduating from Theatre School she landed a role in Mary Harron’s
The Moth Diaries, and has appeared in the TV series Saving Hope, Nikita, and
Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures. Gia has written a one-woman show Forever
Maintenance, which she has performed across Canada.
In her earlier years Gia attended some rough schools on the outskirts of Toronto
and remembers that “there was a lot of gang-related activities…. friends and
classmates who have been incarcerated or died prematurely because they were
involved with the wrong people at the wrong time.”

M o nik a Deo l (“Pink y Grewal ”), Grewal ’s wife

Monika Deol is a nationally known television host and personality who began in
those early, fun days at City TV and Much Music, where she was the popular and
inventive host of Electric Circus from 1988-96, and helped set the style for this
ground breaking TV network, and their one-of-a-kind productions. She went on to
be a news anchor and host for CTV and City TV in Vancouver, where she now
lives, and is, alongside her TV career, a fashionable and stylish philanthropist.
For Monika the most thrilling part of acting in Beeba Bo ys was the chance to
“share a screen with Bollywood legend Gulshan Grover – the original ‘Bad Guy’
actor”. She grew up watching him and is now playing his wife in Beeba
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Bo ys …a wife who may or may not choose to fully grasp the range of her
husband’s (and daughter’s) criminal enterprises.

Paul Gro s s (“J amie”), Grewal ’s to p l ieutenant, his # 2 guy

Paul Gross is a Canadian star. He is an acclaimed actor and a highly respected
director, writer, and producer. His last movie (as director, screenwriter, and lead
actor) Passchendaele was a critical and box office success. He is still known and
recognized (forever it seems) around the world for the CBS TV series Due South.
He is also celebrated as the lead in the international TV series Slings and Arrows,
for playing Hamlet at Stratford, and for starring in Noel Coward’s Private Lives at
Toronto’s Royal Alex Theatre. He has won numerous awards, including “Pretty
Funny Directing” at the Canadian Comedy Awards for Men with Brooms.
Paul and Deepa are long-time friends, and have wanted to work together for years.
Beeba Bo ys was the perfect chance: a small, crucial, highly charged role, in
which Paul rivetingly excels (as a violent bad guy)…. a role that fit into everyone’s
schedule. He was prepping his next film Hyena Road. Note: Jamie’s hilarious
and ridiculous topknot was Paul’s idea.
Paul ‘s new film Hyena Road and Beeba Bo ys overlap in a few ways. Hyena
Road shot just after Beeba Bo ys wrapped and both films will premiere at this
year’s Toronto International Film Festival. Both movies have the same DOP (Karim
Hussain) and Production Designer (Arv Greywal).

Dil eep R ao (“Kas h S o o d”), l ead detec tiv e with Gang T as k F o rc e

Los Angeles based actor Dileep Rao has a long list of film credits including
working with major American directors: James Cameron on Avatar, Sam Raimi on
Drag Me to Hell, and Christopher Nolan on Inception. Dileep had recurring roles
in the Fox TV, Keifer Sutherland TV series Touch and in the ABC series Brothers
and Sisters.
Dileep is a consummate theatre actor, with numerous performances at San
Francisco’s renowned American Conservatory Theater. He is about to appear in
the Boston Court’s production of Shiv.
He was a “Jeopardy” champion, undoubtedly encouraged by his family. His
mother is a physicist, his father an engineer, and his sister is a professor at NYU.
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Anand R ajaram (“Punju”), a no n gang-affil iated drug deal er

Anand Rajaram is a familiar and well respected member of the Toronto theatre
community, with many talents: he is an actor, writer, director, stand up comic,
puppeteer, teacher, clown, and performance artist. He and Deepa first met when
she directed the CBC Radio dramatization of Shyam Selvadurai’s novel Funny
Boy. Recently he has appeared in the USA TV series Suits, and had a recurring
role in the City TV series Across the River to Motor City.
Anand is a part of Toronto’s Second City, with whom he created three shows, one
of which won a Canadian Comedy Award; another was nominated for a Dora.
He is a performer in Second City’s Next Comedy Legend TV show
He and the dance-theatre company CORPUS created the Dora-nominated, touring
show Nuit Blanche and the internationally successful and award winning show A
Flock of Flyers.

R up M ago n (“L uc k y”), o ne o f Grewal ’s gangs ters

Rup Magon is a much-admired Canadian musician, the founder of the South Asian
fusion music pop sensation “JoSH”. They have released four albums and perform
constantly in Canada, Pakistan, and internationally. Rup is the first Canadian
Sikh to win both MTV India and MTV Pakistan Awards.
Deepa knew Rup’s music and wanted to find a role that they could fit into his
hectic touring schedule and so Lucky gets to be the first corpse in the movie. It’s a
rapid, coldblooded execution (alongside his terrified girlfriend). A killing that
shows that the Beeba Boys can be lethally and unpredictably dangerous.
This is Rup’s second role in a film; he was in Breakaway (aka Speedy Singhs).
He and his band-mates in JoSH recorded the title track for that movie.
Those long hours on planes and in hotels while touring, plus visiting restaurants all
over the world, gave Rup the time to focus on his other huge passion: food. He is
about to publish a cookbook about South Asian cuisine, called Ten Easy Desi
Recipes for Guys, “I want to tell the guys that it’s frigging 2015. Cooking is not a
gender specific activity!”
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BEEBA BOYS
Social M edia
Official Site: www.beebaboys.com
Mongrel Site: http://www.mongrelmedia.com/film/beeba-boys.aspx
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Beeba_Boys
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BeebaBoys
Instagram: https://instagram.com/beebaboys/

Crit ical R ev iew s
"Deepa Mehta’s “Beeba Boys” deserves recognition for being the first hyperviolent,
Tarantino-inspired comedy to take place entirely within the Canadian Sikh criminal
underworld.” - Variety
"Get ready for something completely different from Mehta. Her latest is a visceral,
graphically violent gangster pic about Vancouver gangs fighting over turf." - NOW
Magazine
"Gorgeous to look at, the pic is heart-stoppingly kinetic" - NOW Magazine
"Beeba Boys boasts a wealth of style and genuine swagger that makes it magnetizing to
watch." - Toronto Film Scene
"A gangster film is certainly a major departure for her [Deepa Mehta] that pays off quite
splendidly." - Toronto Film Scene
"Toronto’s Deepa Mehta (Fire, Earth, Water) channels her inner Tarantino for a
noteworthy change of pace, one that pursues her career-long inquiry into identity and the
immigrant experience with explosive results." - Peter Howell The Star
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BEEBA BOYS
Full Production Credits
Unit Production Managers

J. MICHAEL WILLIAMS
WHITNEY K. BROWN (Toronto)

1st Assistant Director

REID DUNLOP

2nd Assistant Director

LORIN RAINE

Creative Consultant

DILIP MEHTA

Art Director

DAVID BEST

Makeup - Head of Department

LIZ GRUSZKA

Hair - Head of Department

KAROLA DIRNBERGER

Script Supervisor

SUSIE MARUCCI

Production Accountant

DEBBIE VAN DUSEN

Business Affairs Manager

LODI BUTLER

Casting Director

ROBIN D. COOK, CSA

Casting Director - Vancouver

JUDY LEE

Production Supervisor

STEFAN STEEN

Post Production Supervisor

EILEEN GRAHAM

Additional Post Production Supervision

JULIE LAWRENCE

1st Assistant Picture Editor

DAWN STOLIAR

Actors Workshop Director

NEELAM MANSINGH CHOWDHRY

Katya's formal dresses designed by

GRETA CONSTANTINE

Choti's and Katya's Indian outfits designed by

RITU KUMAR
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Costume Design Consultants

RASHMI VERMA
FEDERICA FOGLIA
DOLLY AHLUWALIA

Line Producers

J. MICHAEL WILLIAMS
WHITNEY K. BROWN (Toronto)

CAST:

In order of appearance

Manny

WARIS AHLUWALIA

Guri

ALI KAZMI

Jeet Johar

RANDEEP HOODA

Harry

STEVE DHILLON

Lovely

GABE GREY

Jazz

JAG BAL

Lucky Sangheria

RUPINDER MAGON

Lucky's Blonde

ERICA DEUTSCHMAN

Bicky the Corpse

KIRPA BUDWAL

Mrs. Johar (Mummyji)

BALINDER JOHAL

Peter Johar

SAMIR AMARSHI

Mrs. Pinky Grewal

MONIKA DEOL

Elderly Women (Funeral)

KAMAL JEET

12 yr old boy (funeral)

ZADE ARMAN BAINS

Bicky's Mother

JAGDISH BINNING

Laura Ing

GELSY WONG

Choti Grewal

GIA SANDHU

Robbie Grewal

GULSHAN GROVER

Mooner 1

SOURABH DAS

Mooner 2

SANDEEP DHUGGA

Mooner 3
Kash Sood

BAWANJIT SINGH
DILEEP RAO

Indo Bar Boy

GAGAN SINGH

Mr. Johar (Papaji)

KULBUSHAN KHARBANDA

Rock

RYAN ALLEN

Punju

ANAND RAJARAM

Nep

ALI MOMEN

Jimmy Chu

CURTIS LUM
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Bag Lady

CINDY PIPER

Ursula

BRIAR BOAKE

Cop 1

TROY BLUNDELL

Cop 2

SUNNIE JAMES

Aboriginal Inmate

MEEGWUN FAIRBROTHER

Inmate

ANTHONY GERBRANDT

David Suzuki

AS HIMSELF

Katya Drobot

SARAH ALLEN

Judge

CATHERINE BRUCE

Prosecutor

MARTIN ROACH

Blonski

DAN LETT

Lead Juror

JAN CARUANA

Chosen Juror

JAN CARUANA

Supreme Court Reporter

JASON CERMAK

Banghra Leader

JOTI DHILLON

Nail Spa Owner

LILA YEE

Ragi

ONKAR SINGH

Granthi

RAJINDER SINGH CHEEMA

Tony Fleck

CHRIS GILLETT

Lecturer at Komagatu Musuem

NAVEEN GIRN

Katya's Tatus

VIESLAV KRYSTYAN

Katya's Brother-in-Law

ANDRIS YERKAVITS

Agata Drobot

WERONIKA SOKALSKA

Katya's Mother

JILLIAN REES-BROWN

Katya's Sister

CORINA BIZIM

Sofia Drobot

MAKENNA BEATTY

Trailer Kid

NATHANIEL BUZZANGA-SILVEIRA

Humble The Poet

KANWER SINGH

Happy

HUBERT BOORDER

Indo Guy

QASEEM GUL

Yusuf

YUSUF AHMED

Jamie Receptionist

JANE JOHANSON

Jamie

PAUL GROSS

Blowjob Queen

MOONLYN

Cop 3

GERALD PAETZ

Cop 4
Katyakiller 1

GLENN ENNIS
KIRPA BUDWAL

Katyakiller 2

RAYMOND ABLACK

Sunny Brown

SUNNY BABBAR

DJ Baba Kahn

ATUL BABBER

Kiran

SANGEETA WYLIE

Club Guy

NICK STOJANOVIC
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Production Coordinator

STEFAN STEEN

Assistant Production Coordinator

DONALD COLAFRANCESCHI

Production Office Assistant

MICHAEL THAI NGUYEN

1st Assistant Accountants

DARLEEN ABBOTT
CANDACE KUNDERMAN

Payroll

ALEX KONTSALAKIS

2nd Assistant Accountant

HEATHER SCHMITT

3rd Assistant Accountant

JOSEFINA PEREZ

Accounting Trainee

JARRETT RUSNAK

Post Production Accountants

DEBBIE VAN DUSEN
URSULA EASTON

Art Department Coordinator

FLORENCE SOBIESKI

2nd Assistant Art Director

SHIRIN RASHID

Art Department Trainees

RABAB ALI
NICK AUGUSTYN

Clearances

MELANIE MacDONALD
SIERRA MEJORADO

Editing Consultant

MARY SWEENEY

3rd Assistant Director

ADAM BOCKNEK

TAD

ANDREA LUFF

P.A.

VIBHUTI RATHOD

Storyboard Artist

MATTHEW TAYLOR

A-Camera Operator / Steadicam Operator

YOANN MALNATI

B-Camera Operators

JOHNNY ASKWITH
DURAID MUNAJIM
KEITH HLADY

C-Camera Operator

JASON VIEIRA

A-Camera 1st Assistant

CRAIG MORGAN

B-Camera 1st Assistant

JIM SAYSANA

C-Camera 1st Assistant

ADAM CRAIG

A-Camera 2nd Assistant

SEAN FOLEY

B-Camera 2nd Assistant

ANGEL GONZALEZ
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C-Camera 2nd Assistant

MARK ZANIN

Camera Utility

ADAM BOLJANIC

DIT

ERIK GREENSMITH

Stills Photography

RAFY

EPK Producer

STUART F. ANDREWS

EPK Editor

STUART F. ANDREWS

EPK Camera Operator

MICHAEL J. JASEN

EPK Video Operator (Hamilton, ON)

ROBERT HOLMES

Casting Associate (Toronto)

ASHLEY GRAY

Casting Assistant (Toronto)

NICK BUTLER

Additional Footage Provided By

ANITA GHORI

Visual Effects by

ROCKET SCIENCE VFX

VFX Supervisor

TOM TURNBULL

VFX Production Manager

CHRIS NOKES

VFX Coordinators

STEVE ELLIOTT
TOM PLASKETT

VFX Production Assistant

CHRISTINE GALVAN

Matte Painters

OLEKSIY GOLOVCHENKO
ALLAN WALKER
ANDREW NGUYEN

CG Supervisor

JOHN COLDRICK

3rd Artists

KEVIN McGEAGH
JAMIE MINETT

Compositing Supervisor

IAN BRITTON

Digital Compositors

MATHIEU REYGAERTS
PERUNIKA YORGOVA
TONY CYBULSKI
SHUMING JIANG
ROB TASKER

Previz Artists

LEXI YOUNG
MATT PHILIP
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Production Sound Recordist

KELLY WRIGHT

Sound Mixer

BRIAN HANISH

Sound Playback Technician

EVAN GILLMAN

Assistant to Director

ANITA GHORI

Assistant to Director (on set)

FEDERICA FOGLIA

Senior Assistant to Producer

JUAN DELGADO

Assistant to Producer

GILLIAN GORDON

Assistant to Producer

VIVIAN HANWELL

Assistant to Line Producer Michael Williams

GILLIAN GORDAN

Assistant to Randeep Hooda

EVAN MOORE

Assistant to Cast

SIA MEHTA

On-Set Assistant

KUDRAT 'TIA' BHATIA

Production Secretary

JEROME PERSAUD

Script Editor

ANNE MacKENZIE

Production Consultants

BRAD VAN ARRAGON
SHANNON FEWSTER

Casting Associate

JONATHAN OLIVEIRA

Casting Assistants

ASHLEY GRAY
NICK BUTLER

Extras Casting (Toronto)

ROISIN McGILLY

Extras Casting (Vancouver)

JAMES FORSYTH

Assistant Costume Designer

NANCY GRANFIELD

Buyers

MICHAEL GROUND
EYDI CAINES-FLOYD
GAYLE FRANKLIN
JANE FLANDERS

Costumes Administrators

HEATHER BLURTON
KIM HARKNESS
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Set Supervisors

ROBYN ROSENBERG
LINDSAY WALKER

Costume Truck Supervisor

NANCY JONES

Costume Seamstress

TRISH NORTHRUP

Turban Tyer

BALVIR KHAIRA

1st Assistant Make-up

AMBER CHASE

Make-up FX Supervisor

PAUL JONES

Hair Assistants

KELLY SHANKS
EWA LATAK
ANGELA MANCINI
KRISTIAN PETROU

Property Master

ANTONIO ROCCO GERMINARIO

Props 1st Assistant

DEREK GRAHAM

Props Buyer

DAWN STARKMAN

Props

JENNY MILLER
CARY NOEL
MICHELLE POIRIER

Product Placement

UNITED BREWERIES - Kingfisher Beer

Gun Holsters & Accessories

GALCO INTERNATIONAL

Weapons/Armourer

MOVIE ARMAMENTS GROUP CANADA
PROPS ON REELS INC.

Set Decorator

STEVE SHEWCHUK

Buyer

CHERYL JUNKIN

Lead Set Dresser

DAVID DE MARINIS

On Set Dressers

GREG PELCHAT

Set Dressers

MIKE LEANDRO
KEVIN HAEBERLIN

Set Drivers

JOHN WILLIAMS
JIM VIGUS

Gaffer

DAVID OWEN

Best Boy Electrics

LEE GUENETTE

Electrics

JOHN CROCKFORD
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SEAN ANICIC
JOHN WALSH
NEAL SAITO
Lamp Operators

JASON ELDRIDGE
PHILIP GIGLIO
TIM GOLDEN
ALEXANDER LAWRENCE
JOSEPH McMANAMY
DAVID NAVRATIL
NEIL SAITO
ANDREW SNEYD
JOHN WALSH

Boom Operators

ERIC PUTZER
DENIS BELLINGHAM
MOSHE SAADON

Genny Operators

REGGIE WADDELL

Key Grip

DAVE MASON

Best Boy Grip

JASON KLEIN

Dolly Grips

RON PAULAUSKAS

Grips

BRANDON BREEN
JASSEN PARADELA

Locations Manager

BEVERLEY KOLBE

Assistant Location Manager

BRAD ALEXANDER

Assistant Location Manager

ALEX McNAUGHTON

Assistant Location Manager

STANLEY LIDON

Location Scout

TRACEY SAVEIN

Location Assistants

ERNEST J. ASHFORD
DANIEL FEDDERN
ROBERT JONES
LISA MARIE LAUDENBACH
AHMED ALI
JOE ROBINSON
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Location Support Personnel

HAROLD ALDREDD
STEVEN BREAU
JENNIFER GORDON
JEFF KING
JOHN LUBA
KENTON MACKAY
ROBERT MAHOMED
STEWART MARTIN
FROILAN PARAGAS
CHRIS RANDELL
KARAN SANDHU
MICHAEL TUTTY
DAVID WILLIAMS
MICHAEL WOLFE

Catering

BLAZING KITCHENS

Chefs

DONNIE BLAIS
ANTONIO CRUZ

Catering

CAPERS CATERING

Chef

SHAIRE & GENEVIEVE STEVENSON

Assistant

P. KAMALNATHAN

Catering

ZARA'S GOURMET KITCHEN

Catering Coordinator

GITA BADER

Catering

GOURMET CRAFT & CATERING

Chefs

ANTONIO MELECA
STEVE APA
CRAIG BAXTER
LUKE DONNELLY

Craft Service Key

DARLENE IBBITSON

Craft Service Key

EVELYN CORRO

Assistants

CHERYL ALLAN
KAREN CRELLIN
JASON MADDIGAN
MARIA SUAREZ

Production Assistants

JOHN G. ADAMS
GRANT BOYLE
JONATHAN GAJEWSKI
JUSTIN GAJEWSKI
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BIANCA MARINI
TRAVIS McCONNELL
ANDREW PRITCHARD
LORNE WAX
Key Scenic

BRIAN MULLIN

Head Painter

NAPOLEAN FORBES

Painters

MICHAEL ANDRECHUK
JOSEPH BRADY
KIRK COPPELLA
MAURO IACOBELLI
ANDREW LYNCH
JAMES MATTHEWS
KARYN McCALLUM
FRASER PATERSON
YIGAL SHLUSH
DERA VEINOT

Paint Labourers

JEFFREY BENEDETTI
MITCHELL YOLEVSKY

Construction Coordinator

MARC KUITENBROUWER

Head Carpenter

ANTHONY MAINELLA

Carpenter

MICHAEL BUNT

Stunt Coordinators

JEAN FRENETTE
BRANKO RACKI

Stunt Performers / Stunt Doubles
Jeet

SHAK FOROUGHI

Nep

JOEL LABELLE

Guri Killer

YUSUF AHMED

Choti

DANA JONES

Driver - Manny

JAMIE JONES

Robbie Grewal

PATRICK MARK

Lovely

BRANKO RACKI

Jamie

JERE GILLIS

Club 3

NAOMI FRENETTE

Bicky, the corpse

KIRPA BUDWAL

Bridegroom

BHASKAR DASGUPTA

Native Indian

FLINK EAGLE

Native Indian

JASON CAVALIER
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Club 1

CHRISTINE EBADI-GOLNOOSH

Club 2

GEOFF MEECH

Stunts

ALEX ARMBRUSTER
MATT BIRMAN
HUBERT BOORDER
SHARON CANOVAS
SHANE CARDWELL
TIM CODY
COSETTE DEROME
CHRISTOPHER DI MEO
ALEXANDRE DUONG
STEPHANIE FONCECA
BRENT JONES
DARYL PATCHETT

Special Effects Supervisor

JMS SPFX SHOP
JEFF SKOCHKO

Set Key

MIKE KAVANAGH

Shop Key

PETER CONNELLY

Shop 1st

ROCCO LARIZZA

1st Assistant SPFX

JIM McGILLIVARY

2nd Assistants SPFX

CHRIS CHEESEMAN
AARON DINSMORE
BOB HALL
PAUL KRYSINSKI
ANDY LATIMER
NICOLE SCHIAFONE
ROB VANDENHOEK

Transport Coordinator

OREST W. MUZ

Driver Captain

GREG McGRATH

Driver Co-Captain

BILL HEEREBOUT

Picture Car Captain

RICK HALL

Drivers

JOHN MARK BOIVIN
JEFF CRITTENDEN
SANDY HASTINGS
DEBBIE LEWIS
GLEN RAU
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STEVE WARREN
ANDREW WEEBER
Honeywagon Operator

BARRY DEANE

Horse Wrangler

CANADIAN WRANGLER
RICK PARKER

Wrangler

JIM LOVISEK

Set Medic

MEDICS IN MOTION
SHERI SUTHERLAND

Photo Doubles

MAZIAR ARJMANDI
SHAYAN BAYAT
SHARON DANIEL
CINDY DAY
SANDEEP DHALIWAL
JABBZ FAROOQI
HEIDI FORD
ROUZBEH HAJUALI
SURYA KAPOOR
MARK SWEATMAN

Stand-ins

ABBY CHAKRA
JASPREET DHANDA
NESTOR DE LA ZERDA
LAURA JEANES
SEAN KAPOOR
ERIN KELLER
RACHEL MacMILLAN
DIPESH MEHTANI
JOHN-PAUL MULCASTER
GAUNT SHAMMASSIAN
JAYLI WILSON

Special Skills Extra

INDERPREET BAINS
MUSTAFA BALUT
CHRISTINE CLEARY
LLOYD COKE
KEVIN DALY
KAVEH EBADI
CESAR GINOCCHIO
AARON JONES
JARED JONES
CORY LARA
HANG THUY LE
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SUKHWINDER MUNDI
SAMY OSMAN
AARON SIDHU
GAURAV SIDHU
NARAISE SINGH
NAVITA SINGH
GORAN STJEPANOVIC
LAURENCE TETREAULT

DOP / Operator

JOHNNY ASKWITH

DOP

KEITH HLADY

Steadicam Operator

YOANN MALNATI

Camera Operators

JOHNNY ASKWITH
YOANN MALNATI

Q-Take Recorder

BRENDAN BRESNAHAN

Makeup
Equestrian Facility

MARISSA CLEMENCE
KNIGHTWOOD STABLES

Horse

BALLY

Horse Rider/Owner

EMILY HALL

Horse Handler

MARTINE THOMAS

Horse Costume

FAIRYTALE HORSE AND CARRIAGE
VANESSA CHIDWICK

Unit Production Managers

J. MICHAEL WILLIAMS

1st Assistant Director

REID DUNLOP

2nd Assistant Director

DANIEL MANSFIELD

Art Director

PAUL "HANDSOME" McCULLOCH

Assistant Art Director

HARRISON YURKIW

Art Assistant

KRISTEN AGI

Props 1st Assistant

MARTIN WING

Key Scenic

DOUG CURRIE

Head Painter

CAROL KELLY

Production Coordinator

CRYSTAL REMMEY

1st Assistant Production Coordinator

ALLY KIMURA
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2nd Assistant Production Coordinator

NAOMI KRAGH

1st Assistant Accountant

CATHY LANDRY

1st Assistant Make-up

PAM SILVEY

1st Assistant Make-up

AUDREY HIMMER-JUDE

Construction Coordinator

JESSIE JOSLIN

Catering

SAVOURY ROAD CATERING

Chef

NICOLE VAUGHAN

1st Assistant Chef

HELEN SERBIC

Gaffer

DAVE TICKELL

Best Boy Electric

JAMES JACKSON

Key Grip

TOM KACZMARSKI

Key Rigging Grip

EUGENE KEIGHER

Best Boy Grip

DEAN SCHWINGBOTH

Location Manager

NEIL ROBERTSON

Cultural Liason

BALJIT SANGRA

Sound Mixer

CRAIG STAUFFER

SPFX Coordinator

RORY CUTLER

Stunt Coordinators

GARVIN CROSS
RYAN ENNIS

Transport Coordinator

GORD ALYWARD

VFX On Set Coordinator

LORNA CARMICHAEL

3rd Assistant Director

SCOTT KUKURUDZ

TAD

ERICA FABIAN

B-Camera 1st Assistant

KIM MacNAUGHTON

A-Camera 2nd Assistant

ADRIENE WYSE

B-Camera 2nd Assistant

ROBERT FINNIGAN

Trainee

RICHARD DALGLEISH
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Stills Photographer

DOANE GREGORY

EPK Producer

IN THE CITY ENTERTAINMENT INC.
KENDRA VOTH

DOP

CHRIS BEDYK

Sound Operator

ART YOUNG

Additional Videography

RYAN SKEETE

Assistant Costume Designer

KATIE QUINN

Set Supervisor

CLAIRE BYGROVE

Truck Supervisor

ERIN KIRTAY

Turbins

RAJINDER SINGH CHEEMA

2nd Assistant Make-up

AMANDA IMESON
JOYCE TU

2nd Assistant Hair

CHERRY MAIJIE
AMELIA SMART
KARLEY STROSCHER

Hair Assistant

GILA BOIS

Background Coordinators

JULIA DONE
HOLLY PINDER
SARAH ROGERS

Assistant Chefs

MICHELE CUNNINGHAM
PATRICIA LAURSEN
COLETTE MERRISON
ELIZABETH TOPHAM

Craft Service

TARA FUHRE

First Aid / Craft Service

EVELYN KAPPMEIER

First Aid

KATIE LAWRENCE

Background Crafty

DEAN PAHOLKIN
KEN FORSBERG

Lamp Operators

WILL HOUSTON
TONY SHIVTS
BRANDON ARKESTEYN
PIERRE CRUZ
BENN HARRISON
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Genny Operators

TOM WATSON
CRAIG FORSBERG
BRENT GIES

A-Camera Dolly Grip

JAY (SULLY) SULLIVAN

B-Camera Dolly Grip

JARED HLAGI

Rigging Grips

DAWSON OATT
BRIAN STEADMAN
CORY TREMBLAY

Grips

DEVIN KACZMARSKI
TYLER OLSON
AMRIT BAWA
KERRY COOMBS
DAGAN DA ROZA
KEVIN FAIRBAIRN
DENIS GUTIERREZ-OGRINC
ZORAN HAJDUKOVIC
JESSE HARRIS
RYAN PETEY
BRYCE SHAW

Boom Operators

WAYNE WILLIAMS
KYLE PETTY

Assistant Location Managers

KELI A. MOORE
DAN KUZMENKO

Loation Scouts

CHRIS McDONELL
EVAN CHAN
JANICE TETLOCK

Location Van Driver

NADAV - SASHA SANTO

Key Location P.A.'s

ERIN DIXON
SARAH PESTER

Location P.A.'s

ALEX MA
HEATHER MAIN
KARISSA KING

Special Skills Extra

RANDY RAFUSE
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Construction Buyer

JAY ERICKSON

Head Carpenter

KEITH McCULLOCH

Lead Carpenters

ERIC HARGREAVES
SCOTT WEISENBURGER

Carpenters

YVON DESGAGNE
HUGO MALLORY
BARRY RENNIE
RICHARD TREMBLAY
BRYAN VARNAM

Prep P.A.'s

ALEX MA
HEATHER MAIN

2nd Set Decorator

SAUHAD AWAD

Lead Dresser

LAARA T. FOX

Buyer

JESSICA REDDITT

Props

BRIAN KRAUS

On Set Dresser

BREANNE FULTZ

Dressers

BENTO MATIAS
HEATHER ADAIR
RYAN CASEY

Driver

JONATHAN NEWKIRK

Green Leader

GARTH ELLIOTT

Stunt Rigging Coordinator

CURT BONN

Stunt Riggers

BRAD KELLY
SHAWN STEWART

Stunt Safety

MARK AISBETT
DAN REDFORD

Stunt Performers
Jeet

RAYMOND SAMMEL

Nep

YUSUF AHMED

Nep

BYRON BRISCO

Police Driver

GERALD PAETZ

Police Driver

GLENN ENNIS

1st Assistant SPFX

STEVE ADAMS

Transport Captain

STUART MARTIN

Cable Truck

RAINER SCHEELISCH

Honeywagon

JIMMY FARARA

Picture Car

WALLY NICKLES
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Drivers

GARRY RADONS
FRANK GUADAGNO
RON AIMER

Special Equipment Drivers

TONY BOULTER
RONNIE BUYCK
JOHN DRYDEN
WALTER DUMONCEAUX
ANDREW GEE
ROBERT GLEN
TREVOR GONZALEZ
GEORGE LACHANAS
MICHAEL MAHONEY
AARON McCLEAN

Security Coordinator

WAYNE GAINES

Security

THAN HADJIOANNOU
PETER ASSION
NORMAN FOWLER
JAMIE HENDRY
KEN KANTYMIR
HARRY KEMBALL
BORIA MACHULA
CLAUDE MYLES
RICHARD URREA
RAY WAECHTER

2nd Unit Director

REID DUNLOP

1st Assistant Directors

SCOTT KUKURUDZ
ALYSSE LEITE-ROGERS

2nd Unit DOP / Operator

PETER WILKE

Assistant Location Manager

RICK FEARON

Facilities

DARCY JOHN

Genny Operator

JAMES JACKSON

Props Master

MARTIN WING

VFX

LORNA CHARMICHAEL

SPFX

STEVE ADAMS
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SPFX

BRETT WIDINER

Background Coordinator

JULIE DONE

Drone

JASON TOTH

Supervising Sound Editors

DAVID McCALLUM
JANE TATTERSALL

Dialogue Editors

KRYSTIN HUNTER
BRENT PICKETT

Sound Effects Editors

PAUL GERMANN
DAVID ROSE

ADR Editor

SUE CONLEY

First Assistant Sound Editor

BRENNAN MERCER

Assistant Sound Editor
Re-Recording Mixers

COREY BILUK
LOU SOLAKOFSKI
IAN RANKIN

Assistant Mixers

JAMES BASTABLE
ALEX ASLUND

ADR Engineer (India)

RAFIQ SHAIKH

Foley Artists

GORO KOYAMA
ANDY MALCOLM
SANDRA FOX

Foley Recording Mixers

DON WHITE
JACK HEEREN

Opening Title Sequence

ALEX WITTHOLZ

On Location Services Supervisor

LEVI POUNDS

Dailies Operator

MATT OLSON

Dailies Supervisor

GRAHAM HOSELTON
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DI Colourist

JIM FLEMING

DI Online Editor

FRANK BIASI

Digital Imaging Supervisor

ANDREW PASCOE

Digital Imaging Technician

MARGARET HUTZ

Vice-President, Sales and Client Services

GRACE CARNALE-DAVIS

DI Producers

PATRICK DUCHESNE
DARCY ARTHURS

Musical performances by

ONKAR SINGH
HUMBLE THE POET
DJ BABA KAHN
SUNNY BROWN
DRINK DRINK PARTY PARTY
Music by Manjeet Ral
Rap written and performed by Humble the Poet

Music Clearances

MICHAEL PERLMUTTER

Acquired Music:

TALLI
Music by Culture Shock
Performed by Sunny Brown and DJ Baba Kahn
Courtesy of BK Publishing Inc.
NO BOUNDARIES
Written, performed and produced by Biggi Hilmars
From the album "Viti Mists"
© & ℗ 2015 biggi music ltd.
AUTUMN LEAVES
Written, performed and produced by Biggi Hilmars
From the album "Impact"
Violins performed by Maria Dalberg
© & ℗ 2015 biggi music ltd.
EVERYTHING CHANGES
Written, performed and produced by Biggi Hilmars
From the album "Viti Mists"
© & ℗ 2015 biggi music ltd.
FACING FEAR
Written, performed and produced by Biggi Hilmars
From the album "Viti Mists"
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© & ℗ 2015 biggi music ltd.
LOVE CHANGES LOVE / YUE AI YUE MING BAL
Performed by Laure Shang
Written by Wai Man Leung, Laure Shang
Published by Denseline Co. Ltd./EMI Blackwood Music
(Canada) Ltd. (SOCAN) and
Beijing Black & Golden Fashion Culture Communication Co.,
Ltd.
Courtesy of Beijing Black & Golden Fashion Culture
Communication Co., Ltd.
SPIRITUAL LANDSCAPES
Written, performed and produced by Biggi Hilmars
From the album "Rof" official soundtrack
© & ℗ 2015 biggi music ltd.
OH MUNDEY KHON
by Asian Orange
Courtesy of Manj Musik & Kader Kesek
FIRE ESCAPE
Written, performed and produced by Biggi Hilmars
From the album "Viti Mists"
© & ℗ 2015 biggi music ltd.
SPA ROMANCE
Written, performed and produced by Biggi Hilmars
From the album "Viti Mists"
© & ℗ 2015 biggi music ltd.
BOUND BY THE PAST
Written, performed and produced by Biggi Hilmars
From the album "Viti Mists"
© & ℗ 2015 biggi music ltd.
HR HR NAAM AMOLAH
Written, performed and produced by Onkar Singh
Courtesy of Onkar Singh

Legal Counsel

HALL WEBBER LLP
LON HALL
DANIEL GOLDENBERG
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Consultant

JAGDEEP S. MANGAT, B.A. J.D.

Chartered Accountants

KAY & WARBURTON, CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
RICHARD WARBURTON
ADIL MISTRY

Insurance Provided by

MULTI MEDIA RISK CONSULTANTS & INSURANCE BROKERS
CLAUDE FOREST

Payroll Services

ENTERTAINMENT PARTNERS CANADA

Travel Agents

SOJOURN TRAVEL
TESSA SINGH
NEW WAVE TRAVEL
ARMANDO FERLAUTO

Shot on

ARRI ALEXA

Cameras and Lenses

SIM DIGITAL

Production Equipment Supplied by

PRODUCTION SERVICES TORONTO

DEVELOPED IN ASSOCIATION WITH
TELEFILM CANADA

Special Thanks to
Nav Bhatia
Anjali Hooda
Panchali Chakraverty
Vimla Mehta
Andrew Hunter
Karl Hunter
Dusty Mancinelli
John Palanca
Natalino Lattanzio
Anthony Del Col and Connor McCreery
Banff Centre for the Performing Arts. Fleck Fellowship.
Banghra Troupe - Joti Dhillon, Kamal Bains, Sunny
Mundi, Aarom Sidhu and Gaurav Sidhu (dholi)
Rajan Rekhi
Beyoutiful Beginnings
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Derek O'Neill
Kill Shakespeare Entertainment
Manjot D. Bains and Naveen Girn
Manu Saluja (the artist), Art of Punjab, Razani Dhillon
Artwork sponsored by Kanwar Singh Dhillon
(www.artofpunjab.com)
Susan Ramroop, WPICC
Take 2 Film Services
White Hill Production Inc.
Zanerobe (www.zanerobe.com)
Gourrav Sihan
Beant Singh Chana
Prit Singh
Sunny Ubhi
Helga Stephenson
Jody Colero
Molly McGlynn
Varun Mehta
Martin Harbury
Ujjal Donanjh
Piers Handling
Trudie Styler
Kabir Chowdhry
Igor Mijavec
Amit Bhalia
Katie Daniels
Christine Yankou
Kristin Thompson
Devyani Saltzman
No animals were harmed in the making of this motion picture.
The characters and incidents portrayed and names used herein
are fictitious and any similarity to the name, character or
history of any person is entirely coincidental and unintentional.
This motion picture is protected under the laws of Canada,
the United States and other countries. Unauthorized
duplication, distribution or exhibition may result in civil
liability and criminal prosecution.
Filmed on location in

Toronto and Vancouver Canada
Hamilton-Mehta Beeba Productions Inc.
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